ULTIMATE

Black Friday
OFFERS 2021

Deal 1 and 2 for BlackDucks 2020

#1

for existing lockers

DUCK Champion-Deal
lock your token for one more year
and keep your TIER - and get

100,000 DUCK Token to join DuckSTARTER Champions TIER

#2

for existing lockers

DDIM HODL DEAL

Lock your staked DDIM for another

year and get 35% Bonus in DDIM on
This Deal is avaliable for all existing

the staked amount in 1 year.

BlackDucks in Gentlenmenclub and Diamond Lounge.

You can receive 100,000 DUCK Token on
your wallet to stake in DuckSTARTER.

when you are currently staking at least

2500 DDIM. This amount counts as collateral, and if you sell the Duck Token, your
collateral will be liquidated. Otherwise

you can keep the DUCKs and will get back
the collateral in one year.

Important: You can claim your initial-

ly locked DDIM anytime by reaching out

to us, but you will lose the Bonus tokens

and the group access. When you leave the

groups you lose future tokens of all previous deals.

Any abuse will be duckingly punished! Offer valid until Sunday, 28th Nov 2021 at 12 pm UTC. DuckDAO has the right to close this offer any time.

FOR VERIFICATION PURPOSE THE NEW ESCROW WALLET:
0x72F7327628718A7a813a169A8e06Fad5a313f40F

Deal 3 for existing and new BlackDucks

#3

open for everyone

ge form and send 1350 DDIM to the
escrow wallet to lock them in.

TIER UPGRADE DEAL

You will now get access to Duck

Buy now DDIM and get a Bonus in

get back your locked DDIM + 35000

DUCK in 1 year + immediate access to
next higher TIER Groups!
For FightClub Members:

Gentlemen Club and in 1 year you
DUCK token (around 50% Bonus at
todays rate).

You own 10 DDIM and want to join

For Gentlemen Members:

club at 200 DDIM.

the next higher TIER Group: Diamond

the next higher TIER Group: Beach-

Buy now 95 DDIM, fill the pled-

ge form and send 105 DDIM to the
escrow wallet to lock them in.

You will now get access to Duck Be-

You own 2500 DDIM and want to join
Lounge at 10,000 DDIM.

Buy now 3750 DDIM, fill the pled-

ge form and send 6250 DDIM to the
escrow wallet to lock them in.

achclub and in 1 year you get back

You will now get access to Duck Dia-

(around 50% Bonus at todays rate).

back your locked DDIM + 100,000

your locked DDIM + 2500 DUCK token

For BeachClub Members:

You own 200 DDIM and want to join

the next higher TIER Group: Gentlemen at 2500 DDIM.

Buy now 1150 DDIM, fill the pled-

mond Lounge and in 1 year you get
DUCK token (around 50% Bonus at
todays rate).

Important: You can claim your initially locked

DDIM anytime by reaching out to us, but you will
loose the Bonus tokens and the group access.

When you leave the groups you lose future tokens of
all previous deals.

Any abuse will be duckingly punished! Offer valid until Sunday, 28th Nov 2021 at 12 pm UTC. DuckDAO has the right to close this offer any time.

